Session 2
Look again at the picture of the Queen and recap on
the previous session. Has the Queen always looked like
this? Scribe ideas. Look at pictures of the Queen at
di erent ages and discuss.

Session 3
Recap on the previous session. Have you
always looked like you do now? Look at
pictures of the ch as babies (recap on all
about me Autumn topic). Can ch recognise
themselves? How have you changed/stayed
the same? If possible look at ch photos as
toddlers too.

Explain that today is the Queen’s birthday and she is 94
Celebrate the Queen’s birthday with an a ernoon tea.

Class Book - baby pictures - Who am I?
Place photos of themselves in order.

Home corner - birthday party

Session 1
Look at a picture of the Queen’s face. What can ch
tell us about it? Discuss the features of the Queen’s
face (scribe ideas around the picture) Do you look
like this? Give ch a mirror or an iPad camera to look
at their own face and discuss what they look like.
How are you the same/di erent to your friend. How
are you the same/di erent to this person in the
picture? Record ch ideas Does anyone know who
this person is? Scribe ideas Tell ch it is the Queen

Session 4
Read the book ‘The Birthday Crown’ Which
crown would you choose? Which crown did
the Queen like best? Why? Who is in the
Queen’s family? (Grandchildren, her pet
Corgi’s) Is that all of the Queen’s family? Who
else do you think is in the Queen’s family?
Continuous Provision - make crowns

Continuous provision - self-portraits.

Session 6
Recap on ‘The Birthday Crown’ and the
previous session. Can you remember who
the Queen’s pets are? (Explain that she has
always had corgi’s and dorgi’s and has a
dorgi called Candy and has horses). Recap
on the visit from Miss Douthwaite’s pet
rabbits. Do you have any pets at home? (Ch
to bring pictures in if possible and discuss).

Session 5
Recap on the last session. Look at who is in
the Queen’s family and discuss. Who is in
your family? (Recap on all about me topic)
Family Tree craft

Session 10, 11 and 12
More stories about the Queen - ‘The
Queen’s knickers, The Queen’s Hat and
‘The Queen’s handbag’ Discuss the
stories. What do we know about the real
Queen?
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Summer 1

Famous Faces
Session 9
Recap on the previous session. What
does the Queen do? Watch a video/
PowerPoint about the Queen’s work.
What job would you like to have when
you are grown up?
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Props and costumes for children to act
out jobs based on their interests.

Session 7
Read ‘Peppa meets the Queen’ and
discuss all the jobs Mrs Rabbit does.
Discuss the jobs that children’s family
members do

Session 8
Recap on the previous session. Look at
pictures of people who work in school.
Have you seen this person before? Who
are they? What do they do? (Mrs Turell,
lunch sta , cleaners, o ce, caretaker).

